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Abstract :  In current digital environment video is very important element in broadcasting, education, military intelligence. In 

video detection of fade and dissolve effect from the retrieval of frame of image or particular object are extracted with full brightest 

and black (blank information) frames like maximum and minimum values of detected frame structure. And based on that 

presence of particular object or scene is detected, fade-in and fade-out can be calculated. Here in this project concentration is on  

how much fade & dissolve type frames are required to see the two different frame detection by DWT technique. Because in 

recent world most of the data is in compressed form so here in this project concentration is made on retrieval numbers of scenes 

(frames) in compressed domain. This can be achieve with the help of mean and variance of each frame by comparing with the 

previous frame’s mean and variance which are found using DWT and be able to identify how many such frames are there in a 

video required to keep look like a same scenes as of previous, both are connected, looks like one shot. Transition from darker to 

brighter scene and vice a versa is detected using mean of successive frame. Mean of all frames of successive frame are to be 

compared and from that transition is detected. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

  Temporal segmentation of a continuous video data into a set of semantically meaningful units (shot and scene) is a 

fundamental step toward content-based video structuring. In particular, gradual transition edits (e.g., dissolve, fade etc.) play an 

important role in establishing special effects and unique styles in film and video materials. For example, a series of dissolves 

is often used to convey the passage of time in feature films. In TV broadcasts, a short fade-out- fade-in transition is mainly 

used as a boundary of successive commercials and between other programs. Similarly, wipes are often found as edit boundaries 

between different topics in TV news. Moreover, dissolves and fades are more often found in feature films, documentary, 

biographical and scenic video materials while wipes are used in news, sports, comedy and show programs. Therefore, these 

special effect edits are, beyond simple shot-to-shot connections, very useful cues for higher-level abstracting and indexing of 

conceptually meaningful contents. Fade in is described as slow transition from completely black picture to picture of useful 

information likely to be seen at the beginning of any video. In this process intensity of pixels is gradually increasing from zero to 

higher level. Fade in effect is shown in Fig.1Fade out is known as slow change from complete picture of information to complete 

dark background. In this process, pixel intensity is decreasing from higher level to lowest level and then to zero Fade out 

process is shown in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Fade in 

 
Fig. 2: Fade out 

 

  Detection of fade effect is done by  several methods. First of all one has to select particular range of frames 

from video because video contains so many frames. Video segmentation is applied to divide video frame into number of sub 
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parts. Then apply transform method to each sub parts. Transform methods includes Discrete Cosine Transform, Wavelet 

transform, Fourier transform. Then, fade effect is best described by mean or average value of frame because alternatively fade 

effect is related with pixel intensity. This survey paper deals with various techniques applied for fade detection along with merits 

and demerits of methods. 

 

II. OVERVIEW OF VIDEO TRANSITION 

 

  

 
Multimedia applications have been expanded over the last decade and the need for their efficient management is increasing. Videos 

have become very popular in many areas such as communications, education and entertainment. A huge collection of video 

clips, live TV programs and movie pictures can be found on the Internet. Videos are organized in a hierarchical structure of 

stories, scenes, shots and frames. 

                                                                      

 

Figure 1. Video Structure 
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III. EFFECT IN VIDEO TRANSITION 

 

 A dissolve is a gradual transition from one image to another. The terms fade-out (also called fade to black) and 

fade-in are used to describe a transition to and from a blank image. This is in contrast to a cut where there is no such transition. 

A dissolve overlaps two shots for the duration of the effect, usually at the end of one scene and the beginning of the next, but may 

be used in montage sequences also. Generally, but not always, the use of a dissolve is held to indicate that a period of time 

has passed between the two scenes. 

 

 Cuts and dissolves are used differently. A camera cut changes the perspective from which a scene is portrayed. It 

is as if the viewer suddenly and instantly moved to a different place, and could see the scene from another angle. Fades and 

dissolves typically have a duration of 1 to 2 seconds (24-48 frames), though this may vary according to the preference of the 

director and editor. Short dissolves (6- 12 frames) may be used to soften obvious hard cuts which may startle the viewer, or jump 

cuts. 

 

 In narrative terms, the length of the dissolve is dictated by the mood or pacing the director or editor wishes to 

create. For instance, in the opening sequence of Citizen Kane, the dissolves between the master shots are slow because of the 

pervading sense of morbidity Welles and his collaborators wished to create. 

 

 Fade is a gradual increase or decrease of the intensity of light or the information in the present frame. The 

term fade-in refers to gradually changing the picture information valued level from complete darkness to a predetermined 

value. A fade-out (also known as fade-to- black) refers to gradually decreasing the intensity of picture information. Sudden or 

gradual change from one frame to another frame such that it must look like its linked shots. The consecutive two frames are 

added such that it looks like no change in motion with same gradual information. This effect can be achieved by many image 

compression technic, few of them are using Discrete Cosine Transform and DWT[12]. 

. 

IV. TRANFORMS TECHNIQUE  

 

 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and DWT can also be used to characterize 

the region or image information. The problem with these features is that they are not variant to camera motion. Apart from this 

methods, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Laplace Transform also used in fade detection 

algorithm for processing. 

 

 Video frames are initially preceded by a multi resolution analysis. The wavelet transform is applied using a 2-band 

reconstruction filter bank. This filter decomposes a 1-D signal into a low-pass and a high-pass sub-band and subsamples each 

band by a factor of two. This process is recursively applied on the low band up to the desired level of decomposition, leading 

to hierarchical pyramid tree decomposition. For the 2-D signal extension, separate row- column processing is performed. Each 

frame in a video sequence is decomposed by a two dimensional wavelet transform. In that case, four sub bands are created for 

each level of decomposition. 

 

  A wavelet is a mathematical function useful in digital signal processing and image compression. The use of 

wavelets for these purposes is a recent development, although the theory is not new. The principles are similar to those of 

Fourier analysis, which was first developed in the early part of the 19th century. 

 

 In signal processing, wavelets make it possible to recover weak signals from noise. This has proven useful 

especially in the processing of X-ray and magnetic- resonance images in medical applications. Images processed in this way can 

be "cleaned up" without blurring or muddling the details. In Internet communications, wavelets have been used to compress 

images to a greater extent than is generally possible with other methods. In some cases, a wavelet-compressed image can be as 

small as about 25 percent the size of a similar-quality image using the more familiar JPEG method. Thus, for example, a 

photograph that requires 200 KB and takes a minute to download in JPEG format might require only 50 KB and take 15 

seconds to download in wavelet-compressed format. [1] 

 

 A wavelet is a wave-like oscillation with an amplitude that begins at zero, increases, and then decreases back 

to zero. It can typically be visualized as a "brief oscillation" like one recorded by a seismograph or heart monitor. Generally, 

wavelets are intentionally crafted to have specific properties that make them useful for signal processing. 
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V. DETECTION METHODS 

 

  In this section, various methods for finding  Gradual transition are discussed 

A. Eigen Value Decomposition 

In this method, Eigen value of key frames are extracted and based on that, feature vector is created. This algorithm efficiently 
predict Gaussian behaviour for gradual transition but, susceptible to noise. 

B. Mean or Variance of frame 

Frame is divided into number of blocks. Mean or Variance of Each block is calculated and arranged in vector. This 
imaginary image is called DC image. Variation in  pixel value gives transition from high to low. 

C. Static Threshold 

A constant threshold is used to compare the computed discontinuity value of the adjacent frames. 

D. Adaptive Threshold 

The threshold has to be varied depending on the average discontinuity within a temporal domain. 

E. Probabilistic Detection 

For a given type of shot transition, probability density function of the similarity/dissimilarity metric is estimated prior, 

using several examples of that type of shot transition. Then optimal shot change estimation is performed. 

F. Classifier 

Formulate the problem as a classification task with two classes namely "shot change" and “no shot change". The classifier 
needs to be trained to differentiate the two classes. 

G. Histogram 

Finding histogram of each frame and compared with succeeding one. This method is most time consuming and less 
effective. 

H. Histogram Difference 

Difference between histogram of each consecutive frames solve the problem as compared to individual histogram analysis. 

I. Wavelet Transform and Discrete Cosine Transform 

Entire frame is transformed after processing. DCT and DWT eliminate black co-efficient and recuing to zero. Remaining 
pixel value determines behavior of transition.                

 

VI. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

 

  I have implemented the above mention algorithm in MATLAB simulation software and here I got the results which 

shows the different effects detected from multiple video. 
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VII CONCLUSION 

  In this paper, we have presented DWT method for finding gradual transition. In order to find transition between 

shot, one has to find feature that produce transition when affected by some discontinuity. At last, various methods and algorithm are 

also presented for implementing gradual transition. In all the methods, Transform domain methods are most effective and 

efficient because but transforming frame of video reduces useless and redundant pixel which are not necessary for representing 

video information. It also reduces time and speedup the process. 
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